1. In this big brick building is a small organization. Working every day to foster local.............. The Beverly Area Planning Association, Loving that they live – and serve – in this community.

2. Constructed in 1892 for Sarah D. Clarke, Gingerbread is this home’s decorative..............

3. Is this house a painted lady or a brickwork dame? The front is brick and mortar, but the rest of it is..............

4. Whether heading to the field for a baseball game, or into the gymnasium, a game of hoops to play.
You need to pass through the iron gates, Marked with these initials:..............

5. A spacious yard recalls a lakeside destination, And the cozy porch beckons all to set their tasks aside. But the home’s name contradicts that invitation!.............. urges “the faster the bet,” not “sit and bide.”

6. The structure, which keeps you free from snow and rain, Is held up by..............columns, their importance is plain!

7. Grab your skates and hockey stick, No need to wait for winter’s chill! This practice rink is paved, not.............. For year around work on your skill!

8. You’ve heard of the man in the moon, But here, look up and see The bushy.............., eyes and nose Of this funny man in the tree.

9. A local anchor where residents go To break a sweat, relieve some stress, or try a sport they don’t know. Among the activities at the.............. you can do. Are ice skating, gymnastics, yoga and hockey too.

10. Walk through the.............. courtyard, and fourteen statues you will find, Sitting on concrete pedestals, The Stations of the Cross are one of a kind.

11. A unique façade, impeccably complete, Assembled like a pieces in a.............. See how perfectly the flagstones fit. With the charming windows they nuzzle.

12. Once home to the Walgreen family, This mansion serves a greater mission today. Now known as the..............for Girls, The Margaret Walsh Campus is where the girls stay.

13. Sunny days are powerful, and can keep things running smooth. Especially in this Morgan Park home, With..............on its roof.

14. You would be nuts to miss this grassy oasis, unless it’s in the dark; Keep right and follow the traffic signs to arrive at.............. Park.